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About This Game

Grottesco Absurdus is a bright transference crossover, absurd and chaotic. A vibrant mixture of childhood fantasies and fears
becomes an unpredictable story.

It's a fair deal! Join us!

Grottesco Absurdus is a surreal story, consisting of fun mini-games in different genres.

Top-down shooter.

Side-scrolling shooter.

Quest.

Puzzle.

2D hardcore platformer.

Casual.

Arcade.
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Would you like to know what is waiting for you here? Your adventure is going to be fun and one of a kind!

More than 7 game worlds.

Dozens of various heroes.

Different game techniques and visual styles.

Pixel and hand-drawn animation.

Simple mouse control, easy for any age.

Authentic music ranged from 8-bit compositions to blues guitar parts.

Including original soundtrack.

Grottesco Absurdus is the perfect cure for boredom and depression for the best price!
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grottesco absurdus

Do you like fish?

Do you like Itano circuses?

boy howdy is the game for you. A fun little game that quick to learn and hard to master. Good solid game play and enough
levels that it isn't too short or too long. The AI is pretty bad though. Honestly, its not bad. I would recomend changing it to free
because more people would play it. Please.. This game is soooo fun! It has more intense battles than CoD Ghosts and you feel
like a bad♥♥♥♥♥when you are the first sperm cell that gets to the egg. Its quite hard to get there first, almost harder than SAS
selection.

100/10 would♥♥♥♥♥again.. One of the best movement systems, and refreshing compared too the influx of non gravity
movement.
Oval is a game to fill the fast paced arcady shooter, a change of pace from the slower first person shooters out there.. Want to
play a game where you are the firefighter or paramedic? Get one of the Emergency games!

I've played +100 missions on this game, and gosh... this game is so repetative.
You play missions over and over again while there are only a couple of missions which were special. (In their own way)

This wouldn't be such a problem, if it were not for the effortless missions. Almost all of these mission are easily done by
sending a Foam Tanker to them, because it can extinguish both regular as oil fire.

Next to all fires in the game start as a single point fire when you enter the map, that it will be very easy for your tankers to
extinguish after mere seconds when the map starts.

The AI itself isn't special either, unless if 'special' for you means non-working.
They won't put fire out on their own, which means you have to command them to do it, and when they do extinguish fires, and
will do it automatically (for a while...), their pathfinding will prevent them from going further!

In short, don't waste your money on this game! Want to put fires out as a firefighter, go and buy the Fire Department series.
Want some medical and police action too, get the Emergency series!. I mean it's pretty fun but you can't die in this one. Weird..
Tedious and often confusing.
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This game is fun, good, hard, makes me feel dumb, and tune-tastic.
If you're into classic 2D puzzle platformers then this is probably a safe bet for you. The first few levels are the standard tutorial-
style levels; you naturally intuit your way to understanding the games controls without the need for big tutorial text all over the
screen, but shortly after that the real game begins. This is where I start feeling dumb and I can only beat a level or two before I
need to give my brain a break. I'm sure others will probably have an easier time than me but by no means do I feel you can just
breeze through the game.

So if puzzle platformers are your jam, I definitely recommend giving this a try!

Plus the tunes own.
Also the intro owns.
Additionally the sprite work owns.. I haven't heard this many children scream at once since Christmas time.
Also an immediate selling point of the game is the ability to scream into your microphone and actually progress further into the
game (or hinder you depending on the situation.)

11\/10. Corny old shooter
- Corny old shooter. Very useful software, but need more improvement, like ability to set hotkeys, I need hotkey for gif/png
export. it also sometimes crash while I am working. I also need features like batch export but I don't have to set fps for each
entities.. I wanted to like this game, I really did. I think the art style is interesting and the aesthetic is very nice. The game
however, is heavily flawed with a terrible control scheme and unresponsive controls. I hope in the future the dev takes the time
to fix this game. It could have been something great.. A fun little diversion. It's more reminiscent of 8-bit era maze games than
diablo really, with no XPs and nearly no equipment upgrades. Don't buy it if you have no patience for distinctly old-fashioned
game design though!. Does anyone can tell me how to launch this comic, there's no of it in my library or any option of choosing
it when launching the game, but only the mini espisodes .... A rather choppy first person narrative. The majority of the game is
spent reminding you that the character is an alcoholic, in cartoonish ways that ultimately go against the fragment of a story that
they're trying to tell. I understand that this is a student project from a film school, but there's not enough here to be a satisfying
story, or experience.
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